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    The Perfect Dress         
Look at the pictures. 
What are they doing? 
Where do you buy clothes? 
Do you try on clothes at the store? 
 

Gloria has a daughter.  Her name is 

Blanca.  Blanca is 14 years old.  She will 

be 15 soon.  She wants to buy a dress for her 15th 

birthday. 

They go to the clothing store.  They look at the 

dresses for girls.  Blanca tries on a large yellow 

dress.  She doesn’t like the color.  She tries on a 

blue dress with purple sleeves.  It is too small.  

She tries on a white dress with a black belt and 

silver flowers.  She loves it! 

Blanca shows her mother the dress.  Gloria looks at 

the price tag.  The dress is very expensive.  “I’m 

sorry,” says Gloria.  “This dress costs too much.” 

“Please, please!” says Blanca. 

Gloria talks to the store manager.  “Do you have any 

dresses like this one that cost less?” 

“No, I’m sorry,” says the manager.  “We only have 

one dress like that.  But that dress will be on sale tomorrow.  The store opens 

at 8:00 a.m.” 

The next day, Blanca and Gloria go to the store early in the morning.  They are 

the first people in the store.  The dress is on sale.  They buy the dress for 

Blanca.  She looks beautiful. 
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    The Perfect Dress         
Write YES or NO. 

1. _______  1. Gloria is Blanca’s daughter. 

2. _______  2.  Blanca is almost 15 years old. 

3. _______  3. Blanca likes the yellow dress. 

4. _______  4. Blanca tries on 3 dresses 

5. _______  5. The store opens at 6:00 a.m. 

Write the answers. 

6. Why does Blanca want a new dress? _______________________________ 

7. What color is the dress Blanca likes? _______________________________ 

8. Why do they come back the next day? ______________________________ 

 

Write one question about the story.  Ask a partner the question. Write the 

answer. 

9. _____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 
 Words I don’t understand: 

WORD: MEANING/PICTURE: 
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A Write the comparative form.

1. cheap cheaper  3. expensive   5. small  
2. big   4. good   6. comfortable  

B Answer the questions. Write the letter of the picture.

1. A Which car is older?

 B Car a  .

2. A Which car is smaller?

 B Car   .

     

3. A  Which sofa is more  
comfortable?

 B Sofa   .

4. A Which sofa is prettier?

 B Sofa   .

     

5. A Which table is cheaper?

 B Table   .

6. A Which table is longer?

 B Table   .

      

C  Write a sentence that compares furniture in your home or classroom.  
Use comparatives.

My kitchen table is smaller than my dining table.
 

Unit 7 Shopping

Lesson B The blue sofa is smaller.
Name: 

3

a b

a b

a b
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A Write the comparative form.

1. cheap cheaper  5. small  
2. big   6. comfortable  
3. expensive   7. heavy  
4. good   8. short  

B Look at the pictures and the answers. Complete the questions.

1. A  Which car is  

older
(older / newer)

 ?

 B Car a.

2. A  Which car is  

(larger / smaller)
 ?

 B Car b.

3. A  Which sofa is  

 ?

 B Sofa a.

4. A  Which sofa is  

(prettier / larger)
 ?

 B Sofa b.

5. A  Which table is  

 ?

 B Table b.

6. A  Which table is  

(longer / shorter)
 ?

 B Table a.

C  Write two sentences that compare furniture in your home or classroom.  
Use comparatives.

My kitchen table is smaller than my dining table.
1.  
2.  

Unit 7 Shopping Name: 
3Lesson B The blue sofa is smaller.

(more comfortable / smaller)

(cheaper / more expensive)

a b

a b

a b
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A Write the comparative form.

1. cheap cheaper  5. small   9. pretty   
2. big   6. comfortable   10. long  
3. expensive   7. heavy   11. tall  
4. good   8. short   12. old  

B Look at the pictures and the answers. Complete the questions. Use comparatives.

1. A  Which car is  

older
(old / new)

 ?

 B Car a.

2. A  Which car is  

(large / small)
 ?

 B Car b.

3. A  Which sofa is  

(comfortable / small)
 ?

 B Sofa a.

4. A  Which sofa is  

(pretty / large)
 ?

 B Sofa b.

5. A  Which table is  

(cheap / expensive)
 ?

 B Table b.

6. A  Which table is  

(long / short)
 ?

 B Table a.

C  Write two sentences that compare furniture in your home or classroom.  
Use comparatives.

My kitchen table is smaller than my dining table.
1.  

2.  

Unit 7 Shopping

Lesson B The blue sofa is smaller.
Name: 

3

a b

a b

a b
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